a+o =a, xno = 4, and the derivable relation (see [5] )ao =4, we see that from any system of the form (1) we can derive a system of the form (2) with equal solutions. On the other hand any system of the form (1) or (2) has a solution which can be derived by successive applications of Rules 1 and 2.
Note that we have here a particular case of a lattice-theoretical fixed point theorem of Tarski which has been applied in Ginsburg and Rice [3] to systems of equations related to context-free grammars.
Now we want to prove that if a and , equationally characterized, so is (a X,8), and we do it exactly as it was done for (a+i3) in Salomaa [5] . We denote (u, v) =''a.qn. Noting that a complete set of Booleann relations implies De Morgan's law, which in turn implies from A4 and A5 the distributivity of concatenation over intersection, we obtain, by A'12 and Rule 3,
whence an/3=w(1, 1) is equationally characterized.
Next we prove that if a is equationally characterized so is -a. Let -y be defined by a system obtained from the system characterizing a by replacing aj by -yi throughout and by replacing b(ai) by X if b(ai) =-and by 4 if (cai) =X The usual method of proving that the complement of an event denoted by a restricted regular expression (or the intersection of two events denoted by restricted regular expressions) can again be denoted by a restricted regular expression is to represent the events in a finite automaton.
Eggan [2 ] has proposed the problem of finding a proof where no reference is made to the theory of automata.
In this section, the symbol F-refers to either one of the axiom systems F and RE.
Theorem 3: Assume that n is a natural number and 
